
Sources
1. This source is a youtube video of behind-the-scenes filming of a wedding. I chose this source
because it provided myself with insight on shooting a wedding. In the video, you could see the
videographers setting up drones, cameras, shots, etc. You can see the videographer
communicating with the Dj, the bride and groom, and others. I found this source useful because
I never have seen the behind the scenes of a wedding video shoot. I am able to take notes on
the arrangement on how what they do from the beginning to the end. One limitation is that the
setting is different and my production is not as high quality as theirs.
- Mckenna, Scott, director. How to Film a Wedding - A Complete Behind the Scenes in 4K.
Filming a Wedding with the GH5. YouTube, YouTube, 23 Sept. 2017,
https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JYCNNr5PLI&si=EnSIkaIECMiOmarE. Accessed 24 Jan. 2023.

2. This source is a blog post that talks about tips on wedding videography. I chose this source
because it has helped me in preparation for filming a wedding. The points of the blog talk about
how important communication is, to have a shot list and your “must have” shots, be prepared for
the lighting conditions, get b-roll, etc. I found this very useful to better prepare myself when
doing this for the first time. I have gained an understanding of the story you want to tell for a
wedding film as suppose to a movie. A drawback of the source is that it didn’t really get into the
specifics/in-depth.
- Deguzman, Kyle. How to Film Weddings — 10 Wedding Videography Pro-Tips, Studiobinder,
10 Oct. 2021, https://www.studiobinder.com/blog/how-to-film-weddings/. Accessed 24 Jan.
2023.

3. This source is a youtube video that shares the mindset and social tips for filming a wedding.
As I am taking on this project by myself, I learned his tips through his experiences as a solo
wedding videographer. He provides simple tips such as pre-production (building a timeline and
strategizing), to not overthink it, to stay minimal, to keep communicating, asking for help, having
fun, etc. I found this source useful after filming because I was able to relate to the simple tips
that was given. I realized how stressful filming a wedding could be. A setback of this source was
that it didn’t really go over techniques.
- North, Wayward. 7 Tips For Filming Weddings SOLO - Wedding Videography Tips. YouTube,
YouTube, 25 Oct. 2020, https://youtube.com/watch?v=LLUn-Olz56I&si=EnSIkaIECMiOmarE.
Accessed 24 Jan. 2023.

4. This is source is a youtube video explaining the settings and gear tips to shooting a wedding
video. He explains the settings you want to be able to control when filming. He goes over what
frame rate, shutter speed, and aperture to use. This source has better prepared me with using
the camera for filming. I found it very helpful to gain tips on the different settings to use for
wedding videography. A drawback of this source is that it doesn’t really show any examples of
the different settings.
- Nelson, Jordan. Five Camera Settings EVERY Wedding Videographer Should MASTER.
YouTube, YouTube, 19 Oct. 2018,
https://youtube.com/watch?v=MKk5Q6JBX68&si=EnSIkaIECMiOmarE. Accessed 24 Jan. 2023.
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5. I chose this source because the wedding I am going to film will also be a church wedding
ceremony. The video goes over the gear, audio, camera movement, etc. I have found this to be
useful and relatable since the wedding takes place at a church. I have learned what to include in
your wedding video and to make the best use of what you have in the space you are in. I chose
to include this video because I wanted something more specific to the area I am capturing my
wedding video. The limitations of this source are that, it doesn’t really specify on what you want
to include in your video.
- North, Wayward. How To Film A Church Wedding Ceremony - Wedding Videography Tips.
YouTube, YouTube, 2 July 2022,
https://youtube.com/watch?v=e0bvOdjDank&si=EnSIkaIECMiOmarE. Accessed 24 Jan. 2023.

6,7. These sources are wedding videos I found on youtube. I chose these sources because it
has given me inspiration on ways to film at a church. These sources are useful because I can
use them as examples of how I want my wedding video to be arranged and what I should
include. The first link is a wedding video made during the covid pandemic. The rhythm of the
video is particularly very interesting because it goes from upbeat to slow then upbeat again. The
second video is more of an example of a church wedding video. There aren’t really any
limitations to these sources.
- “Beautiful Wedding In Empty Church Amid Coronavirus Pandemic | Transform Visuals | Love
Stories TV.” YouTube, YouTube, 20 Aug. 2020,
https://youtube.com/watch?v=SmN7L3c9Kds&si=EnSIkaIECMiOmarE. Accessed 25 Jan. 2023.
- “WEDDING VIDEO | CHURCH CEREMONY | SONY A7 III | DRONE DJI MAVIC.” YouTube,
YouTube, 10 Dec. 2021, https://youtube.com/watch?v=5IXccQacLV0&si=EnSIkaIECMiOmarE.
Accessed 25 Jan. 2023.

8. This source is a guide to shooting hand-held videos for weddings. I chose this source
because I am going to be filming hand-held. This video has taught me how to physically be still
and less shaky. He says to hold your camera close, let the movement come from the hips, keep
your elbows tucked, etc. My position and how I hold the camera will affect the motion of the
shot. I find this useful because it will get tiring to film for one-plus hours straight. I need to save
my energy throughout the whole wedding. I believe this source didn’t really have any limitations.
It instead gave us tips to overcome our limits in hand-held filmmaking.
- North, Wayward. How To Shoot Better Hand-Held Videos - Wedding Videography Tips.
YouTube, YouTube, 30 Dec. 2022,
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ceK_GCYFaQg&si=EnSIkaIECMiOmarE. Accessed 25 Jan. 2023.

9. This source is a blog that provides 7 editing tips to increase your wedding video. I chose this
source because I am unfamiliar with/don’t know how to do these edits such as Eye-trace,
Motion Cuts, Keyframing, Frame blocking, etc. I believe that this source is useful and can be
applied to my editing process. We use different transitions between scenes so are video is
smooth.
- North, Wayward. How To Shoot Better Hand-Held Videos - Wedding Videography Tips.
YouTube, YouTube, 30 Dec. 2022,
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ceK_GCYFaQg&si=EnSIkaIECMiOmarE. Accessed 25 Jan. 2023.
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10. This is source is a video on the editing process for making a wedding video. It shows the
step by step on what you should do from start to finish; such as selecting music, importing
footage, build a story, make a hook, adjustment layers, etc. I found this source helpful because it
is ery detailed on what you should include in building your wedding video. WIth this source, I
have a layout on what my editing process is going to look like. The limitations of this source is
that he doesn’t really show the arrangement of his footage as an example.
- Floberg, Eric. How to Edit a WEDDING FILM in Adobe PREMIERE PRO. YouTube, YouTube,
16 Sept. 2019, https://youtube.com/watch?v=OeIqmMdpsEk&si=EnSIkaIECMiOmarE.
Accessed 25 Jan. 2023.
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